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PART 1
Interview with the composers
Yon Chekhanovich : Gemmae (audio/vidéo clip)
Tomás Díaz Villegas : Impostores
Jules Bastin-Fontaine : Diptych
Sophie Kastner : Blue Wings
Zhuosheng Jin : Three Images Inspired from Shuntarō Tanikawa
PART 2
Interview with the composers
Diego Bermudez Chamberland : ChronoMundo (audio/vidéo clip)
Véronique Girard : For if Dreams Die
Olivier St-Pierre : Amor fati | Omaggio a Nietzsche
Omer Barash : Mit Groys Kheshek

WORKS AND COMPOSERS
YON CHEKHANOVICH : GEMMAE (CLIP AUDIO/VIDÉO)
Yon Chekhanovich, sitar
Gemmae portrays the duality between the organic and
the artificial, the spontaneous and the periodic. The
transformative nature of the piece ponders over the
Cartesian system of dividing the mind from the body.

TOMÁS DÍAZ VILLEGAS : IMPOSTORES
Gwénaëlle Ratouit, clarinet
Flavien Roger, bassoon
Vincent Rancourt, cor
Kimihiro Yasaka, piano
Henri Colombat, direction
I like to think of Impostores as a kind of mosaic. This title
derives especially from the continually changing appearance
and organization of motifs in the first section. Indeed, their
identity, although assured by recurrent general associations
(concerning register, contour, articulation, rhythmic profile, and grouping), is constantly
enriched by new perspectives. This type of texture then results from a procedure
involving modular (as to event sequence) and molecular (as to event constitution)
variations. Another technique inspired by the tiles of a mosaic is the imbrication (of
dynamics, note lengths, attacks...), which is ubiquitous throughout the work.

JULES BASTIN-FONTAINE : DIPTYCH
Jean-Christophe Melançon, piano
Diptych for piano is a short work written very quickly in the
summer of 2020. It is very strongly linked to the period
during which it was written. In retrospect, I see it as a blurry
photograph capturing, unbeknownst to me at the time, a
snapshot of who I was a few months ago.

SOPHIE KASTNER : BLUE WINGS
Anna Atkinson, soprano
Rebecca Klassen-Wiebe, piano
A setting of five poems by female poets who lived between
the years of 1818 and 1972. The poems explore themes of
existentialism, but each through a unique lens. The songs
delve into all the different emotions of being alive: sadness,
grief, anger, happiness, longing and so on, portraying
the many sides to a woman’s existential thoughts, be it
emotional, intellectual, or superficial.

ZHUOSHENG JIN : THREE IMAGES INSPIRED FROM SHUNTARŌ TANIKAWA
Kimihiro Yasaka, piano
Three Images Inspired from Shuntarō Tanikawa was mainly
composed at the end of 2019. The piece was derived
from images in Monad, a book with Tanikawa’s poetry and
GOMA’s painting. In this piece, the three sonic images
do not directly relate to specific words or visual images in
that book but are more the composer’s sensual reflection
towards the colours Tanikawa and GOMA made together.
Shuntarō Tanikawa has also been one of the composer’s
favourite poets for a long time. The composer wants to
dedicate this piece as an homage to the literature master.

DIEGO BERMUDEZ CHAMBERLAND : CHRONOMUNDO
ChronoMundo is the prologue to a collection of acousmatic
works inspired by Scandinavian mythology as told in Snorri
Sturluson’s Edda, written in the year 1220. The multiplicity,
vastness and complexity of the worlds associated with
Yggdrasil are given voice throughout the composition in
several key aspects: the morphology of sounds and their
evocative possibilities, the formal approach towards editing
and the scope of spatiality corresponding to the sound
design

VÉRONIQUE GIRARD : FOR IF DREAMS DIE
Véronique Girard, voice
Maxime Daigneault, voice
When the body is imprisoned by the senses, reality seems
to elude us. For if Dreams Die is an internal dialogue
exposed in the open. Here, the theme of the mouth is
pushed to an extreme and takes us inside the performers
themselves. Facing the unknown until it accepts to let go of
a part of itself, the body maintains the hope of being able
to rebuild itself anew. Dreaming being intrinsic to life, what
would become of us in the absence of dreams?

OLIVIER ST-PIERRE : AMOR FATI | OMAGGIO A NIETZSCHE
Félicia Lévesque, flute
Hubert Tanguay-Labrosse, clarinet
Daphné Bourbonnais, violin
Audréanne Filion, cello
Olivier St-Pierre, piano
Amor fati, in Nietzsche’s philosophy, refers to «love of fate»,
adopting a joyful position in the face of the eternal recurrence.
In this sense, the piece is an attempt, for the composer, to love
his own artistic destiny, joyfully embracing the recurrences of
technical, stylistic, etc. concerns that have informed his
work in recent years. Moreover, it is intended as a tribute to Nietzsche the musician, whose
Fragment an sich for piano served as formal inspiration and compositional material.

OMER BARASH : MIT GROYS KHESHEK
Zachariah Reff, cello
The original seed from which Mit Groys Khesek (“with great
passion/desire” in Yiddish) stemmed, was the relationship
between a teacher and their pupils. Hence, the piece’s title,
which is taken from a song depicting a rabbi teaching young
children the Hebrew alphabet. Drawing on this model,
the cello takes the role of the teacher, constantly trying
to “cultivate” the electronics with different means. The
electronics part, in turn, goes through large-scale processes
of convergence and crystallization of the materials,
triggered and shaped by the cello..

WHAT IS THE VIU ?
An initiative centered on new music and led by Le Vivier Group and
a student committee, the Vivier InterUniversitaire aims to create
a common space for students from different institutions of higher
music education in Montreal. Encouraging dialogue, sharing and
experimentation, the project aims to bring together performers,
composers and musicologists from all horizons around new music.

MISSION
• Organize concerts to give musicians a chance to be heard;
• Present lectures given by students and/or professionals on various subjects related to
musical creation;
• Organize networking evenings between students and the professional community;
• Organize discussion forums to exchange ideas;
• Use any other means deemed necessary to achieve this mandate.

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
• Henri Colombat | Translation and partnerships
McGill University - Composition
• Antoine Goudreau | Communications
Université de Montréal - Mixed Composition
• Roxanne Melissa Guerra-Lacasse | Concert
Conservatoire de musique de Montréal - Electroacoustic composition
• Patrick McMaster | Partnerships/funding
Concordia University - Electroacoustic studies and Irish studies
• Jonas Regnier | Concert and Membership
McGill University - Instrumental, electroacoustic and mixed composition
• Florence Tremblay | Coordination, secretariat and community manager
Conservatoire de musique de Montréal - Instrumental composition

